Introduction
Let S be a compact Hausdorff space and let O: C(S)-*Ebe a linear operator defined on the space of real-valued continuous functions on S and taking values in a (real) topological vector space E. Then O is called exhaustive (7) if given any sequence of functions /" e C(S) such that/ n ^ 0 and 00
SUP £ fn(s)<CO
then <t>(/ n )-»0. If E is complete then it was shown in (7) that exhaustive maps are precisely those which possess regular integral extensions to the space of bounded Borel functions on S; this is equivalent to possessing a representation where JI is a regular countably additive £-valued measure defined on the aalgebra of Borel subsets of S.
In this paper we seek conditions on E such that every continuous operator <&: C(S)-+E (for the norm topology on C(S)) is exhaustive. If E is a Banach space then Pelczynski (14) has shown that every exhaustive map is weakly compact; then we have from results in (2) and (16); Theorem
If E is a Banach space containing no copy of c 0 , then every bounded®: C(S)->E is exhaustive. Theorem 1.2. If E is a Banach space containing no copy of l x , then if S is a-Stonian, every bounded®: C(S)->E is exhaustive.
These results extend naturally to locally convex spaces, but here we study the general non-locally convex case. We show that Theorem 1.1 does indeed extend to arbitrary topological vector spaces; it seems likely that Theorem 1.2 extends also, but we here only prove special cases. In particular we prove Theorem 1.2 when E is separable (generalising a result due originally to Grothendieck (6)).
Operators on c 0
We denote by Proof. We may find ke N such that for any y(O)-precompact subset S of E, S+ V k does not contain {O(e n ): n e N}. We then select by induction an increasing sequence of integers p(n) such that for every n 00 o(c P(n ,)
where J o = {0} and for n ^ Pickp(l) so that (a) holds. Now suppose p(l)...p(r) have been selected so that (a) holds for 1 g n ^ r and ifi) holds for 1 ^ n ^ r-1. Then by (a) Since T^! is r-compact and symmetric we may have a finite symmetric subset £,_! of T T -y such that Now O(e P ( r) ) £ K k + £,_!, and hence, for each a e S,_! there is a ^(a) such that Thus there is a 9 = max (#(CT): CT e I,-!) such that <S( Cp(r) )*S f _ 1 + t/ Since 7",_ x cS r _ x + i/ fc+1 we conclude that Now pick p(r+ l)>max (p(r), q) to satisfy (a), using the fact that T T is y(O)-compact. This completes the inductive construction.
Suppose (a,-, ..., a n ) is a sequence with max | a t \ = | a y -1 = 1. Then 
Therefore if {<t>(e n ): n e N} is y(O)-precompact then O(e B )->0 in y($). Theorem 2.3. Suppose (E, T) is a topological vector space and<S>: c o -*E is a continuous linear map; then either
(i) «D(^) or (ii) there
is an infinite subset M of N such that O: c o (M)-*E is an isomorphism onto its image.
Proof. Suppose neither (i) nor (ii) holds. Then we may find a metrisable topological vector space (F, /i) and a continuous linear map *¥: E-^F such that (i) does not hold for < F<J>. Then (ii) also must fail for *P<5, and so we may reduce consideration to the metrisable case for T. We may also suppose that (E, T) is complete. As above, let (U n ) be a base of neighbourhoods for T. Now by Lemma 2.2, ®(e n )->0 y(<l>). Let y be the finest vector topology such that y ^ T and tf>(e B )->O(y') (y is given by all r-continuous /"-semi-norms which make <J>(e n ) a null sequence). Then y is Hausdorff since y(<J>) is Hausdorff. Now let y be the metrisable topology with a base of neighbourhoods (U n ) (closure in y). Then if y = y the identity map in /: (E, y)->(E, T) is almost continuous and therefore by the Closed Graph Theorem (Kelley (9), p. 213), y = T. Since we are assuming (i) to be false we conclude that y < y ^ T. Therefore and so by Theorem 3.2 of (8) E, y) . Then G is also closed in (E, T) and by the Open Mapping Theorem <D is also an isomorphism for the topology T. This contradicts our assumption that (ii) was false. ) ^ [/, we may conclude from Theorem 2.3 that E contains a subspace isomorphic to c 0 .
, there is a subsequence (<b(e n ): n e M) which is a regular basic sequence in (E, y). (A sequence is regular if it is bounded away from zero and basic if it forms a basis for its closed linear span in the completion of(2?,y).) Now if / e c o (M) then T.t n <b(e n ) converges in (£, T) and hence in (E, y).

00
If E is complete then the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 ensure that £ <P(e n ) n = 1 converges. Proof. We may assume that E is complete. Let (M a : a e s/) be an uncountable collection of infinite subsets of N such that M a nM ff is finite for each a ^ P, see (19) 
Proof. Since E may be embedded in a product of separable metrisable spaces, it is sufficient to assume that (E, z) is metrisable and complete. Now suppose O(e n )-+0 in (E, T). Then there is an infinite subset M of N such that <b: c o (M) ->(£•, T) is an isomorphism onto a closed subspace G of E.
Let It is very possible Theorem 3.2 can be extended to topological vector spaces containing no copy of l x . However, here we have only a partial result. The technique of the following theorem is essentially found in Drewnowski (4). We identify l m as C(pN) and thus we can define exhaustive operators as in the introduction.
Theorem 3.3. Let O: l x -*(E, T) be a continuous linear operator, and suppose there is a Hausdorff vector topology p on E such (i) O: l x -+(E, p) is exhaustive (ii) T is p-polar, i.e. has a base of p-closedneighbourhoods ofO. Then if$>(e n )-*0 in T, there is an infinite subset M of N such that <5>: l a> (M)-*(E, T) is an isomorphism onto its image.
Proof. By ( 
Applications
In this section we collect together the main results of the paper, which are deductions from the more technical results of Sections 2 and 3.
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a topological vector space containing no copy of c 0 ; then every continuous linear operator®: C(S)^E, where S is compact Hausdorff, is exhaustive (and can therefore be represented in the form
-L where fi is a regular countably additive E-valued vector measure defined on the Borel sets of S).
Proof. Let (/") be any sequence of positive functions in C(S) such that CO sup £ / n (s)<oo. Clearly the preceding theorem generalises to semi-convex topological vector spaces (i.e. spaces which can be embedded in a product of locally bounded spaces).
A C-series is a sequence x n in a topological vector space such that £/"*" converges whenever t n -*0. If E is a space such that every C-series converges, then E is called a C-space (Schwartz (17) , Thomas (18) ). Clearly Theorem 2.3 yields 
